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In [4], using the method of Carlitz and Fems [1], some identities involving generalized 
second-order integer sequences were given. The purpose of this paper is to obtain the more 
general results. 

In the notation of Horadam [2], write Wn - Wn(a9b; p,q) so that 

K=PK-i-9K-2, W0 = a,Wl=b, n>2. (1) 

If a and /?, assumed distinct, are the roots of X2 - pX + q = 0, we have the Binet form (see [2]) 

Wn = Aan + B/r, (2) 
where .4 = £ f and 5 = ^ . 

Using this notation, define Un = Wn(0,1; p,q) and Vn = Wn(2,p; p,q). The Binet forms for Un 

and V„ are given by Un = (an-/Jn)/(a-/3) and Vn = an+J3\ where {Un} and {V„} are the 
fundamental and primordial sequences, respectively. They have been studied extensively, particu-
larly by Lucas [3]. 

Throughout this paper, the symbol (^) is defined by ("j) = n jUn-i-jy. • 
To extend the results of [4], we need the following lemma. 

Lemma: Let u = aorj3, then 
-qm+l + pqmu + u2(m+V) = Vmum+2. (3) 

Proof: Since a and f3 are roots of A2 - pX + q = 0, we have a2 = pa - q and J32 = pfi-q. 
Hence, 

-qm+l + pqmu + u2(m+l) = qm(pu- q) + u2im+l) = qmu2 + n2(m+1) 

= um+2(qmu-m+um) = (am +Pm)um+1 = Vmum+2. 

This completes the proof of the Lemma. 

Theorem 1: _^m + 1^ + ^ M ^ ^ ^ = Vjrh^%. (4) 

Proof: By the Lemma, we have 

-qm+l + pqma + a2(m+l) = Vmam+2 and -qm+l + pqmp+^2(7W+1) = VJ3m+1. 

Theorem 1 follows if we multiply both sides of the previous two identities by ak and fik, respec-
tively, and use the Binet form (2). 

Theorem 2: 
u = ( / < r I G"l(-i)^(ffl+1)^m+2),+2(m+i)^- (5) 

/+ f+s=n V ? J ' 
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¥V(m+2)n+k-Vm Zu \j j ]\ l) P H n2(m+l)H 
i+j+s=n V ' J ' 

)i+J+k-
i+j'+s- (6) 

i+j+s=n V ' -̂  / 

Proof: By using the Lemma and the multinomial theorem, we have 

)i+2(m+l)j (pqmyu"= £ (n)(-iyq{m+l)sV^m+2)H 

ynu(m+2)n _ X^ f Ji \ _ j y j mj+(m+l)su2(m+l)i+j 

= £ f.w.](-i)V^1)^^>(,,,+2)'+y. u2(m+l)n 

i+j+s-

If we multiply both sides in the preceding identities by u and use the Binet form (2), we obtain 
(5), (6), and (7), respectively. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

PnqmnWn+k - S^J(-1)^(m+1)<w-y)^2(^i)y^ - 0 (mod Vm). (8) 

W2(m+l)n+k-(-lTqmnW2n+k - 0 (mod Vmy (9) 

Proof: From (5) and (7), by using the decomposition Ti+j+s=n = Zi+j+s=„,i=o+Z<i+j+s=nj*o 
and Theorem 2.1 of [4], we get Theorem 3. 
Remark: When we take m = 2,4, and 8, the results of this paper become those of [4]. 
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